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Q12 What is one thing in particular you would like Moreland Council to
do, to make walking safer or more enjoyable

Answered: 648 Skipped: 274

# RESPONSES DATE

1 regularly trim trees so the footpath is clear ensure people are maintaining their gardens to
prevent overhang fix uneven footpaths and make it accessible for prams

5/19/2021 2:50 PM

2 Improve busy intersections. Reduce speed in side streets. Improve footpaths. 5/19/2021 11:26 AM

3 make the footpaths more even - too many tree roots breaking up old footpaths. The cycle
track next to Park St is very busy because it is nicely even for running, walking and cycling
but it is not wide enough for all the activity that takes place on it. If the street footpaths are
more even it would take some congestion off that track, particularly at weekends.

5/18/2021 12:56 PM

4 Reduce traffic in local streets 5/18/2021 11:15 AM

5 street lighting improved - uneven footpaths and dog poo 5/18/2021 8:01 AM

6 Increased/enhanced pedestrian links. 5/17/2021 9:38 PM

7 Reduce traffic on local streets as drivers are using them to avoid main road traffic 5/17/2021 3:16 PM

8 Look at the problem with water leaks/drainage at Princes Park 5/17/2021 2:22 PM

9 Good wide footpaths with safe pedestrian crossings and slower traffic. 5/17/2021 8:51 AM

10 Definitely more lighting 5/17/2021 8:37 AM

11 Make it more women friendly, emergency phones, more lighting etc. 5/17/2021 8:32 AM

12 It would be great if there was more lights around the parks and around the footpaths as
during winter it gets dark very quickly.

5/17/2021 8:20 AM

13 More lights 5/17/2021 8:13 AM

14 making the streets cleaner and more trees. redoing the footpaths to be more even. less cars
in the smaller streets.

5/17/2021 8:12 AM

15 Have an established dialogue 5/17/2021 7:57 AM

16 More trees 5/17/2021 7:54 AM

17 Trim trees overhead 5/16/2021 7:41 PM

18 Consider pedestrian shelter and permeability of blocks of buildings. Acknowledge people
walking as a priority in all design

5/16/2021 1:21 PM

19 Fix footpaths and lights. Make more pram Crossings for the aged 5/16/2021 6:26 AM

20 Good lighting on all roads and surveillance cameras 5/15/2021 10:21 PM

21 Educate men about not raping 5/15/2021 10:13 PM

22 More crossings on Lygon St 5/15/2021 8:54 PM

23 I worry most about walking in the early morning and evenings. Lighting is a big thing.
Keeping trees trimmed to keep clear lines of visibility open. Also educational sessions
about responsibility and respect

5/15/2021 8:49 PM

24 Pay as much attention to accommodating walkers as they do cars. 5/15/2021 7:47 PM

25 Allow citizens on patrol 5/15/2021 5:17 PM

26 Better lighting and cameras 5/15/2021 3:12 PM

27 More drinking fountains. 5/15/2021 2:07 PM

28 Clear footpaths. They are usually full of hard rubbish 5/15/2021 1:36 PM

29 Guard rail along Albion Street east side. Widen the footpath Put bike lane on Albion Street 5/15/2021 1:30 PM
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heading towards Jones Park as bikes are forced to be on foot path when cars travel above
speed limit all the time

30 Cleaner streets and rubbish clean up particularly on rubbish collection days, action on
graffiti removal

5/15/2021 12:55 PM

31 Encourage bike riders to ring their bells when approaching you from behind 5/15/2021 10:09 AM

32 More police presence 5/14/2021 11:38 PM

33 Even out the footpaths and lighting 5/14/2021 9:35 PM

34 Please make pedestrian crossings clearly marked, for both people and cars/trucks 5/14/2021 4:36 PM

35 More green and light streets. 5/14/2021 4:30 PM

36 Cleaner streets more trees 5/14/2021 3:52 PM

37 Improve footpaths by making them more even. Also they are filthy! If the council can't clean
them why don't you make the shop keepers clean them.

5/14/2021 1:29 PM

38 Monitor cars ignoring red lights at pedestrian crossings 5/14/2021 1:20 PM

39 More frequent light changes at pedestrian crossings 5/14/2021 1:09 PM

40 Ensure footpaths are clear of obstructions - cars park across the footpath in driveways
preventing prams or wheelchairs from using the footpath, uneven surfaces on footpaths are
difficult for older people or the disabled, wheelie bins are often left in the middle of the
footpath or toppled over which is difficult for the less-able or visually-impaired to get around.

5/14/2021 12:58 PM

41 Remove the yellow square plastic things at crossings as they are very slippery after
overnight dew and my walking friends and I have slipped many times. Tree roots and
uneven footpaths are another tripping hazard. Supply doggie waste bags near parks as dog
droppings are a real problem, especially when wearing runners.

5/14/2021 12:37 PM

42 less traffic 5/14/2021 9:09 AM

43 More pedestrian crossings 5/14/2021 8:36 AM

44 Make the streets more well lighted and the merri creek paths 5/14/2021 8:28 AM

45 Make all footpaths useable for wheelchair users 5/14/2021 8:26 AM

46 Pedestrian crossings 5/14/2021 8:15 AM

47 I never feel safe walking at night, the 400m walk home from the tram is very poorly lit. I
instead drive myself or take an Uber which costs a lot more money than public transport, to
avoid that 400m walk home

5/14/2021 8:15 AM

48 - 5/14/2021 7:56 AM

49 Better lighting at night, footpaths can be very dark 5/14/2021 7:55 AM

50 Pedestrian lights to change quicker 5/14/2021 7:49 AM

51 Consider disability access, more crossings that are even. 5/12/2021 5:28 PM

52 Police intersections 5/12/2021 3:43 PM

53 Put major electricity trunk lines underground. Stop lowering the levels of electricity lines.
They conflict of with our precious trees. Trees have an enormous capacity to beautify,
modify the microclimate and clean our air. Prune street trees sensitively.

5/10/2021 7:40 AM

54 fix the broken footpaths, install more street lights 5/8/2021 3:55 PM

55 Slow speed limits on resi streets 5/7/2021 10:20 PM

56 More trees! 5/7/2021 1:18 PM

57 Lower speed limits. pedestrians get priority at inter sections so drivers don’t turn left when
the green man is on,. enforcement of road rules.

5/4/2021 6:09 PM

58 Treatment of Vic and Albert street near flemmoni park a great idea 5/4/2021 7:33 AM

59 Foot path in ok condition, remove litter, shrubbery and trees over brunches obstructing
paths , pets owners no picking after their pets, more traffic sings to prevent accidents
Proper lighting on streets

5/2/2021 8:40 PM

60 Fix the uneven footpaths! 5/2/2021 8:33 AM
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61 Victoria street (particularly the Part between Sydney + Melville road) is very dark at night
and there are long gaps between street lamps/populated buildings. I have felt very unsafe
walking on that street, have once been stalked at night while walking to Brunswick station
(this was probably around 10:30) and there were minimal people around, luckily I could get
on the bus to get away from this dangerous situation, but I frequently feel scared around
that area and will try not be be there at dark (but sometimes it’s unavoidable, particularly in
winter and I can’t afford to drive)

4/28/2021 6:18 PM

62 More street trees. 4/26/2021 10:08 AM

63 Traffic management Looking forward to EVs Education re moving away fromcar culture 4/24/2021 10:19 AM

64 Provide more seats and trees 4/23/2021 1:28 PM

65 The only real problems I have in Moreland are where some shopkeepers, or cafes encroach
on footpaths with their goods or tables, and where homeowners park their car across the
footpath, or attempt to block pedestrians by extending their gardens onto public land. So,
under one banner: keeping pathways clear of obstructions.

4/21/2021 5:48 PM

66 Fewer automobiles. 4/21/2021 1:29 PM

67 No trucks on Albion st would be amazing, if they could take another route like Moreland Rd.
Albion st is now a every residential street with a busy primary school with lots of small
children. Removing the trucks from using this street would be such a great outcome that
would really make this street feel so much better and bring back the feeling of community
and safety.

4/21/2021 7:10 AM

68 Enforce dog leads in Parks - ensure people pick their dog shit 4/18/2021 10:53 PM

69 Wider footpaths. 4/18/2021 9:52 PM

70 Get rid of the goons and have more lighting 4/18/2021 9:26 PM

71 Stop cyclists riding onfootpath 4/18/2021 6:53 PM

72 Redirect vehicle traffic to designated routes; i.e. significantly reduce through traffic on
narrow, residential streets.

4/17/2021 3:53 PM

73 The Barkly st / lygon st crossing is stressful to cross for walkers and cars. Could it be a
round about? Or have traffics lights?

4/17/2021 12:59 PM

74 Ensure construction sites are well managed and not encroaching unnecessarily on the
space, routes and lighting for pedestrians and cyclists. This includes checking that
scaffolding is done properly, that truck traffic or waiting trucks are not blocking paths, that
alternate routes are well sign posted and well lit.

4/16/2021 12:09 PM

75 Close a few roads to stop rat running 4/15/2021 8:19 PM

76 Lighting at night 4/15/2021 10:43 AM

77 Plant trees and have public seating and gathering places where possible. 4/14/2021 6:59 PM

78 30km/h speed limits 4/14/2021 5:21 PM

79 Trim back the trees to make a clearer pathway. 4/14/2021 11:53 AM

80 Improve connectivity by creating pedestrian links. Where there are long street lots create a
link. The walking strategy commissioned by Moreland years ago identified these links.
Better way finding. No though road signs don’t tell you if you walk through

4/14/2021 8:23 AM

81 More work on footpaths to make it safer to walk dogs - ie lighter colour cement so they don’t
burn their feet on the hot ground. Uneven paths are very difficult when I need to use a
walking cane on bad health days

4/13/2021 11:30 PM

82 Trim the trees more often. On sidewalks that are overtaken (eg. Victoria Street/Albert street
between Lygon-Sydney Rd)

4/13/2021 4:58 PM

83 Wider, well lit, even footpaths would be a great help. 4/13/2021 4:07 PM

84 1. A pedestrian crossing at/near the intersection of Blyth St and Burchett St (where lights
for the Fire Station currently are) 2. A pedestrian crossing near the intersection of Blyth St
and Cooraminta St (where the childcare centre currently is) 3. Some traffic
calming/pedestrian priority at the intersection of De Carle St and Stewart St 4. Some traffic
calming/pedestrian priority at the intersection of De Carle St and Albion St

4/13/2021 12:17 PM

85 Slower speeds Better police patrol/security 4/13/2021 11:56 AM
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86 Better crossings 4/13/2021 11:02 AM

87 40km speed limits where there are schools and shops and more traffic calming measures 4/13/2021 10:48 AM

88 I would like Council to plant canopy trees to provide effective summer shade along east
west running streets. These trees need to be large and closely spaced enough to provide
effective shade. Hayfever inducing species such as planes and elms should not be planted.
Monocultures are boring - tree variety is interesting for walkers. More low level planting will
also help with summer cooling. Taking up a little bit of car parking space to plant larger trees
is fine by me! It also allows footpaths to be a comfortable width, calms traffic and keeps
cars cooler. More trees would also allow a bit more permeability and reduce stormwater run-
off. Walking along Brunswick’s east-west running streets on Melbourne’s hottest summer
days is so unbearable I have driven a car rather than walk - even for relatively short
distances. I’d also like council to continue to preserve the bluestone paved back lanes - by
day these are my favourite places to walk due to overhanging trees and lack of traffic.

4/13/2021 10:07 AM

89 the area is very dark - def need more lighting roads are dirty, cleaning of roads and footpath
is very important and there is a lot of tripping hazards need more trees - people get trees
removed from the street not to scratch car but we need energy as we are allowing loads
construction and flats - its becoming a concrete jungle. area needs more car spots so
people are not erratic driving to get to very limited carspots

4/13/2021 7:28 AM

90 Widen footpaths. No ratrunning. Less bike paths. There are three outside our place! 4/13/2021 7:18 AM

91 Even footpaths. The current slope of the paths have damaged my ankles and caused me
pain to walk for to long.

4/12/2021 9:47 PM

92 More parks 4/12/2021 9:33 PM

93 The Albion St traffic is so bad. The 40kmh zone is never adhered to and must be policed.
Crossing the Pearson/Albion crossing is dangerous - the traffic lights need moving to
accommodate Pearson, Albion and Shamrock.

4/12/2021 9:02 PM

94 More street lights 4/12/2021 8:40 PM

95 Cyclists are very aggressive in this area, they need to get off the footpath. Drivers are more
concerned about getting somewhere fast and seem to enjoy scaring pedestrians at lights .
The lights only allowed me to cross half the road before it changes and I’m a fast walker.
Very dangerous with children.

4/12/2021 8:32 PM

96 More pedestrian crossings that are safe enough for children and that don’t have wait times
(ie change to cross for pedestrian quickly)

4/12/2021 8:28 PM

97 Have clearer weakling paths with shade (trees) 4/12/2021 7:44 PM

98 More trees or nicer street scapes 4/12/2021 7:31 PM

99 Make active transport the priority, not cars. Make driving less attractive to most people. 4/12/2021 7:06 PM

100 Better lighting 4/12/2021 7:03 PM

101 Work with police to enforce speed limits and road rules, including for cyclists 4/12/2021 6:56 PM

102 Widen the upfield bike path and maintain the train line vegetation and lighting. 4/12/2021 6:51 PM

103 Even the footpath for residents some trees make the footpath uneven some have pot holes
with drains you can brake your ankle walking on some of the street footpath

4/12/2021 5:27 PM

104 Plant more street trees and protect them (I know it's hard and can't understand why people
cut them down, but it's worth Council's continued effort!)

4/12/2021 5:21 PM

105 Bring in 30 kmh residential streets that are actually enforced by police 4/12/2021 5:16 PM

106 Better pavements and lighting around the edge of parks particularly Gilpin Park. Allowing
food/coffee trucks to setup on or next to parks - to encourage people to stay out.

4/11/2021 3:04 PM

107 Think of and treat local residents equally and before road users that are just passing
through. To often the council sacrifices certain streets to the “rat trackers”.

4/10/2021 7:43 PM

108 More greenery 4/10/2021 3:31 PM

109 Many mode congestion at train tracks can be dangerous 4/10/2021 11:10 AM

110 more shady trees 4/10/2021 7:50 AM

111 More lighting at night on the less busy streets 4/9/2021 9:28 PM
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112 Better footpaths, wider footpaths,separate bike paths 4/9/2021 8:57 PM

113 Prioritise pedestrians and safe streets, so slow traffic down, rather than making roads
smoother so cars can go faster (eg. Davies street)

4/9/2021 1:11 PM

114 Lighting and safe even walking surfaces, prioritise local areas, not the usual heavy traffic
areas like Sydney Rd, bars and cafe strips

4/9/2021 10:18 AM

115 Create initiatives to ensure that women (and everyone really) feels safe to walk no matter
what time of day or night

4/9/2021 8:19 AM

116 Fix footpaths and bluestone laneways. While 30 kph would obviously be safer, 40 kph would
be a reasonable goal, especially for major roads such as Dawson st etc

4/7/2021 10:20 PM

117 Plant more trees - in streets, in parks (make more parks in the area even if they are small
parks). Trees will significantly reduce the temperature in summer (this fact is well
researched). Reduce the amount of bitumen in the area - this also will reduce the
temperature. Block off streets where you can to prevent faster through-traffic to make it
more enjoyable to walk.

4/7/2021 3:13 PM

118 Work with transport authorities to make pedestrian crossing lights give more priority to
pedestrians and commuters trying to get across roads. Currently the wait time is too long
and the approach of or presence of trams seem to cause delay light changes, leading to
delay and missed trams for commuters.

4/6/2021 8:18 PM

119 More greenery around Brunswick particularly now there’s all these apartments and dull
concrete everywhere.

4/6/2021 2:43 PM

120 Do NOT lower the speed limit to 30kmh. 40 is slow enough. I appreciate that there are
overseas examples and data supports the correlation between vehicle speed and
pedestrians and cyclists being killed. However all activities involve risk and there is a risk
that you will be hit by a car. The same people that roar around in their 4WDs or are
distracted by their mobile phones are going to do it anyway.

4/6/2021 11:00 AM

121 Better lighting for walking at night. There's still large swathes of darkness that feel unsafe 4/6/2021 8:41 AM

122 Nothing specific 4/5/2021 4:06 PM

123 Less cars on residential streets trying to avoid traffic lights in main roads and restricted
parking in residential streets to reduce the volume of traffic

4/5/2021 3:22 PM

124 N/A 4/5/2021 12:41 PM

125 Have proper lighting at parks when I walk my dog at night - ie. Gilpin Park and Clifton Park,
etc. Leave existing lights at Clifton Park on until midnight - there are no residents around
and it creates a safer environment for those who finish work late and still need to walk their
dogs / go for a run or walk - in safety.

4/4/2021 7:47 PM

126 Move the pedestrian crossing or add an additional crossing on Lygon st to in the village.
Between Weston and Phillip st.

4/4/2021 12:03 PM

127 Better lighting at night. 4/3/2021 12:45 PM

128 More lights in streets at night 4/3/2021 12:44 PM

129 Even footpaths, repaired quickly where necessary. With increased dogs more and easy
access to rubbish bins for dog poop. Trees on private and commercial properties cut back
from over footpaths to make it safe.Rubbish and litter on commercial properties that never
gets picked up refer St Phillip street. Rubbish from restaurants overflows from bins, wrong
sized bins for commercial business. Cleaning of footpaths along restaurant strip on lygon
street east Brunswick. Cigarette butts, general dirtiness. Increased collaboration between
restaurants, landlords and council to keep the area clean. Eg: who is responsible for
keeping the area outside the IGA cnr Brunswick Rd & Lygon street tidy ... it’s always filthy
and needs a pressure wash regularly.

4/3/2021 9:03 AM

130 Separate cycles from footpaths 4/2/2021 4:37 PM

131 Faster pedestrian lights 4/2/2021 3:41 PM

132 More street lights. More lights at Gilpin Park and Brunswick Park and the parks in between
those two parks.

4/2/2021 8:26 AM

133 Sidewalks are very uneven in our area (between Gray St and the train line 3/31/2021 7:23 PM

134 More trees 3/31/2021 2:56 PM
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135 Better security and moving on of junkies etc asking for money 3/31/2021 9:41 AM

136 Clean the street more, harsher punishment for people tagging sides of building. 3/30/2021 9:53 AM

137 Safer: better lighting at night More enjoyable: not make the east side of Moonee Ponds
Creek path an on lead area for dogs. This is one of the few areas other than fairly "sterile"
parks that you can walk with you dog off lead. Other users have a well made cycle and
pedestrian path.

3/29/2021 5:53 PM

138 Issue big fines and police people who don’t clean up after their dogs. 3/29/2021 3:12 PM

139 Theres not enough greenery in our streets, no nature strip or nice street trees for shade that
are also nice to look at. Give us some Crab apples or Jacarandas or Crepe Myrtles!

3/29/2021 2:54 PM

140 More street lights 3/29/2021 1:20 PM

141 30 km/h limits might be good for the internal streets but 40 is a good rate for most of the
main thoroughfares- eg albion, Victoria, Pearson sts. Drivers speeding is an issue, full stop.
Where there are large new apartments, it may help to have dedicated pedestrian
crossings...especially where there are also public transport routes or access points close
by, eg Florence st area off Albion .

3/29/2021 7:30 AM

142 Attractive parks and pathways help. Apart from that, walking is already safe and very
enjoyable. People should stop talking down walking and suggesting it isn’t safe. I walk
heaps but don’t take unnecessary risks. Use common sense, cross roads where it’s safe
and there’s negligible risk. I am very strongly opposed to low speed limits. As an older
person, driving is essential to my lifestyle, as well as walking.

3/28/2021 11:45 PM

143 Slower cars 3/28/2021 8:36 PM

144 More safe ways to cross arterial roads in order to access walking paths along creek and
through parkland.

3/28/2021 5:31 PM

145 More lights in our streets (although this is environmentally less positive due to energy use -
but perhaps changing street lights to LEDs? - but also the issue of critters like the Bogong
Moths not finding their way to breeding locations 😕) or some other (wearable) that would
glow up to 5-10m radius of me. Am I asking too much?? This is a challenging one.

3/28/2021 12:35 PM

146 Improve and or expand Merri Creek recreation areas 3/27/2021 5:06 PM

147 More lighting in and around parks. 3/27/2021 11:27 AM

148 Keep streets cleaner, more enjoyable scenery and less things to walk around over 3/26/2021 8:35 PM

149 Take into account the needs of those with a disability ie smoother footpaths, smooth
"links/ramps" from footpaths to the road surface and back to the footpaths.

3/26/2021 4:47 PM

150 It has to be safer after dark. More lights/PSOs 3/26/2021 3:16 PM

151 Trees! Moreland council area is awful on a hot day, and it flows on into everything - more
traffic, worse pollution, more difficulty crossing the street etc. Although more trees have
been planted (yay!), they are not SHADY trees. I understand that plane trees cause
allergies, but they need something that helps shade the area as well as reduce carbon and
heat

3/26/2021 10:12 AM

152 A pedestrian crossing on the now very busy Breese St, Brunswick - to help foot traffic
between the new Bulleke-Bek Park and Anstey Way. More traffic calming measures in
Brunswick in general.

3/25/2021 4:26 PM

153 better crossings for walkers across busy roads 3/25/2021 3:04 PM

154 Making foortpaths and the dip in the gutter more pram friendly (I don’t have kids anymore
but I remember how bad it was). Wider footpaths in some residential streets so they
accommodate kids on bikes and in prams as well as pedestrians and we can fit around the
bins on bin day. Slow the traffic from Albion through the top of Nicholson St. Make Merri
Creek safer at night.

3/25/2021 12:52 PM

155 Less Car traffic 3/25/2021 8:06 AM

156 Pedestrian crossings or safe crossing points 3/24/2021 9:01 PM

157 Less litter in the streets- this is a huge issue! There is rubbish all over the streets :( Speed
bumps in some streets where cars speed

3/24/2021 7:49 PM

158 Manage the cyclists. They travel at speed on shared walkways & can be dangerous 3/24/2021 4:50 PM

159 Speed bumps to slow down speeding drivers. Less litter in the streets. Better kept 3/24/2021 4:30 PM
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landscape gardening such as on traffic islands or roundabouts.

160 Improve footpaths and lobby VicRoads to install fast response pedestrian focused lights
that will also activate a green walk signal safely DURING the green light time for cars

3/24/2021 4:07 PM

161 There is also a lot of rubbish, just left out on the curbside, (not talking about when there is
hard rubbish collections).

3/24/2021 3:20 PM

162 more pedestrian crossings. hope street is very bad for a walk to school:speeding cars, not
enough room for two way traffic due to onstreet parking

3/24/2021 2:38 PM

163 Unsure as I just moved to area 3/24/2021 9:59 AM

164 More lighting in neighbourhood streets at night, example on victoria street. Any kind of
community safety presence to promote safe commuting for people walking or catching
transport at night.

3/23/2021 10:11 PM

165 Remove tree branches from household overhanging the footpath. Remove bricks and
obstacles from tree bases on footpath. (Whitby St.) How can we stop dog owner walkers
from not picking up the dog poop? or dropping the full bag in a quiet location. Heaps of full
dog poo bags along the Moonee Ponds Creek Trail

3/23/2021 5:55 PM

166 Stop authorising multilevel builds that rise straight up from the footpath it is very
claustrophobic and makes it feel like there is no space Plant the right trees

3/23/2021 5:15 PM

167 A pedestrian crossing in Breese Street near the new park. 3/23/2021 4:31 PM

168 Reduce speed limits in local streets 3/22/2021 10:17 PM

169 Smoother footpaths 3/22/2021 5:16 PM

170 Making it safer for women being out at night alone walking. 3/22/2021 5:02 PM

171 More trees or green areas 3/22/2021 4:22 PM

172 I really hate how building developments close off footpaths for months and in some cases
years and make us cross busy roads "for our own safety". I also find crossing Brunswick
Road a challenge to catch the #504 bus, given there is no crossing point between the
railway line and Grantham Street. I like to go to Royal park to walk.

3/22/2021 1:42 PM

173 Council has gone to great lengths to provide safe bike lanes and paths but whilst walking &
driving I see cyclists not using them

3/22/2021 9:19 AM

174 Fix the steps at the levee bank at the bottom of Willowbank Road. Install more multipurpose
drinking fountains so residents do not have to bring do-it-yourself dog bowls Encourage
residents and their visitors to not park cars across driveways which makes it difficult for
push chairs and wheelchairs.

3/21/2021 9:52 PM

175 Smooth foot paths and shaddy trees. 3/21/2021 2:11 PM

176 Shaded footpaths at all times of day - so more trees. 3/20/2021 6:06 PM

177 Separate bikes and pedestrians. Stop boring apartment development. 3/20/2021 11:39 AM

178 Changes to Sydney Road - off street parking, cycle lanes, widening of footpaths etc. - to
encourage walking and cycling and discourage traffic. Walking on Sydney Road during peak
hours with clearways is very unpleasant.

3/20/2021 11:14 AM

179 More shade trees, even in the narrower streets where possible 3/20/2021 8:58 AM

180 Less men More parks 3/19/2021 9:24 PM

181 Fix up the uneven footpaths - replace bitumen footpaths with concrete and nature strips 3/19/2021 6:52 PM

182 Discourage through traffic from there areas coming into the area. Stop the rat running in side
street off main arterial roads.

3/19/2021 4:02 PM

183 Actively discourage hostile architecture. Encourage, even reward, building that give
something back to the street. Some homes are a pleasure walk past. Others not.

3/19/2021 1:09 PM

184 More pedestrian crossings 3/19/2021 12:16 PM

185 Make walking at night safer, for women especially 3/18/2021 9:43 PM

186 More trees and greenery to soften the environment. Less dog poo on the pavements. 3/18/2021 10:22 AM

187 Fix the pedestrian/bike shared crossing where park st crosses Nicholson st .... walking west
pedestrians are moved to walk on the right hand side and then back to the left suddenly

3/18/2021 8:18 AM
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once across road. Bikes heading east come quickly around corner into the path of
pedestrians

188 Improved dedicated bike and footpaths. 3/17/2021 12:27 PM

189 More lighting along footpaths/residential streets 3/17/2021 12:21 PM

190 More child friendly streets 3/17/2021 8:49 AM

191 Make the bike paths wider to allow easier mingling of walkers and riders. E.g Between Hope
St and Victoria St on the Upfield bike path.

3/17/2021 8:48 AM

192 More lighting around public parks - for example Clifton park has a big stretch on the Victoria
st side that isn’t well lit and I’m always scared walking home

3/17/2021 8:43 AM

193 Make sydney rd safer 3/17/2021 8:36 AM

194 Reduced traffic 3/17/2021 8:33 AM

195 Access cycle/walking paths 3/17/2021 8:30 AM

196 More ledges to sit on 3/17/2021 8:22 AM

197 More paths between walking areas (connecting parks etc) 3/17/2021 8:19 AM

198 Lighting felt more present at night for safety, some streets are very dark and quiet at night
which is intimidating

3/17/2021 8:18 AM

199 Make streets safer 3/17/2021 8:17 AM

200 More trees 3/17/2021 8:15 AM

201 More trees, (support more public transport) and more cul de sacs to reduce traffic 3/17/2021 7:57 AM

202 Cars running lights, ignoring pedestrians when they turn , or stopping on pedestrian
crossings , especially on Sydney road

3/17/2021 6:32 AM

203 More pedestrian crossings 3/16/2021 8:32 PM

204 Better footpaths 3/16/2021 7:12 PM

205 Pedestrian right of way with traffic and drivers being more aware of pedestrians walking/
crossing streets.

3/16/2021 7:04 PM

206 The more trees the better 3/16/2021 5:07 PM

207 Traffic management 3/16/2021 2:54 PM

208 tell all the cis males to tell all their friends to stop abducting, raping, murdering, attacking,
cat calling and harassing women and non-binary peoples

3/16/2021 2:08 PM

209 More lighting on streets at night 3/16/2021 2:07 PM

210 Safer. 3/16/2021 12:01 PM

211 Safer detours if paths are closed. Currently there is little direction around safe alternate
routes, which is bad when you walk through a new area.

3/16/2021 10:12 AM

212 Closure of Albert & Victoria St somewhere in between Nicholson and Lygon St. This will
stop all East & West rat traffic and make it a residential zone only. Any thing else will have
no effect on the busy dangerous existing traffic situation.

3/16/2021 9:32 AM

213 Less aggressive traffic s 3/16/2021 9:03 AM

214 A focus on the smaller connecting streets between the main roads. These are more
enjoyable to walk on however don’t always feel safe. The bike and pedestrian path along the
railway is a great connecting route however is also dark and often feels unsafe.

3/16/2021 8:54 AM

215 More pedestrian crossings and lighting for night walking. 3/16/2021 8:45 AM

216 Plant trees today to keep streets cool tomorrow 3/16/2021 8:44 AM

217 Make walking after dark feel safer 3/16/2021 8:35 AM

218 greener streets, more trees, separate bike paths, better lighting for safety at night, cctv
wherever possible

3/16/2021 8:34 AM

219 Pedestrian cross walks 3/16/2021 8:25 AM
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220 Not sure 3/16/2021 8:24 AM

221 Better lighting 3/16/2021 8:14 AM

222 More places to cross roads even if it’s just pedestrian islands. 3/15/2021 8:29 PM

223 Clear overhanging branches. Ensure bicycles were speed regulations d on shared paths 3/15/2021 5:52 PM

224 Fix footpaths! 3/15/2021 5:49 PM

225 Get rid of cars 3/15/2021 5:07 PM

226 More trees along walking areas to create shade 3/15/2021 4:51 PM

227 Less and slower traffic 3/15/2021 3:09 PM

228 Improve the standard of the footpaths. The footpaths in Brunswick are generally very
narrow, but they are also very uneven. As a runner, I find that it is safer to use the edge of
the road, except when it is a major road, such as Nicholson or Lygon St. Most footpaths in
Brunswick would fail an objective risk assessment, and in many cases they are nothing
short of hazardous. The problem is compounded in many places by vegetation encroaching
on to what is a very narrow and uneven foot path.

3/15/2021 2:47 PM

229 I'm not sure how the council can contribute e to this but I feel safer in numbers and I notice
when there are lots of local events on that creates larger numbers generally walking the
streets, specially at night

3/15/2021 2:10 PM

230 Develop an app that recites interesting facts and history of locations in the municipality,
even a wiki-app so citizens can add to the database ( needs to be adjudicated)

3/14/2021 11:47 PM

231 Limited traffic on local street esp heavy vehicles and speeding SUVs 3/14/2021 7:17 PM

232 Concrete footpaths rather than bitumen - too hot in summer. Wider footpaths with more
trees. Pedestrian crossing light changes are too slow. More road space that is clearly for
bikes so they don’t need to go on pedestrian areas.

3/14/2021 5:12 PM

233 Maintain footpaths - ours are full of uneven repairs and tree root damage 3/14/2021 3:25 PM

234 Slow traffic 3/14/2021 12:09 PM

235 More pedestrian/bicycle only streets 3/14/2021 11:38 AM

236 I think that after the pandemic and the lockdowns, people might be more open to some
streets becoming pedestrianized and closed to traffic in the daytime. Not ripped up and
bollarded, because of delivery trucks and emergency vehicles, but not parking lots either.

3/14/2021 11:32 AM

237 Closing off smaller streets to through traffic and channeling it to wider main roads. Site
specific interventions were pedestrian traffic is high to prioritise peds but allow slow traffic.

3/14/2021 8:39 AM

238 MCC should look at creating more accessible walking trails for Moreland residents. Moronic
and aggressive drivers need to give way to walkers and not accelerate almost hitting
walkers.

3/13/2021 11:31 PM

239 More and better lighting to make it safer for women to walk at night. 3/13/2021 3:46 PM

240 Clean the streets! Rubbish and broken glass is a daily hazzard. Provide more rubbish bins.
Rubbish in front of buildings, hard rubbish dumped. More regular clean up of hard rubbish on
streets and parks. So many smashed bottles and glasses makes it dangerous for dogs and
people.

3/13/2021 10:47 AM

241 Better quality footpaths (width & eveness) Measures to prevent non-local vehicles over-
utilising local roads (it's generally the non-local bogan tradies who speed through local
streets)

3/13/2021 8:31 AM

242 Have signs to laneways more visble to drivers eg uber drivers who arent locals 3/13/2021 12:07 AM

243 More trees please! Especially in Brunswick West, which is chronically short of street trees 3/12/2021 9:37 PM

244 Address uneven footpaths and barriers ( holes, over grown trees) 3/12/2021 7:17 PM

245 City Trail requires significant more lighting, at some points its so dark. 3/12/2021 6:20 PM

246 Wider footpaths, use of tiles eg blue stone, brick for aesthetic appeal. Wider verges in some
residential streets creates opportunities for more street trees and vegetation

3/12/2021 1:06 PM

247 Reduce the speed limit. Incentivise walking through a fun app perhaps? 3/12/2021 12:08 PM

248 - plant more trees on footpaths, invest in our green spaces eg) methven park very dry and 3/12/2021 10:40 AM
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dusty, speed humps in smaller streets, pedestrian crossings , better lighting, green spaces
up ! make it attractive to walk - investment in our future community!

249 Improve footpath quality. 3/12/2021 9:33 AM

250 I'm pretty happy walking around Brunswick and feel safe during the day. I think there's lots
of nice places to walk. I don't feel safe walking at night and more lighting would help (e.g. I
live near Barkly St which is very dark at night) but I think the reasons a lot of women don't
feel safe at night goes beyond what Moreland City Council can do to fix that

3/12/2021 8:52 AM

251 More correctly located pedestrian crossings 3/12/2021 7:27 AM

252 The Victoria st and Albert Street initiative is a good one but almost too much extra stuff in
the roadway. BUT the east west connections to the Creek across Nicholson could be
accentuated in a similar way with slower speed limits allowing Mooney ponds Creek to merri
Creek pedestrian/cycle access that is safe and legible and encouraged /supported. East
/West link.

3/11/2021 10:40 PM

253 More lights at night. And fix merri creek path so it doesn’t always flood so we cannot walk
there.

3/11/2021 9:41 PM

254 Fix footpaths 3/11/2021 6:48 PM

255 Provide better cycling infrastructure to take bicycles off footpaths 3/11/2021 4:01 PM

256 Get bikes and skaters off footpaths They aren’t using the lanes provided 3/11/2021 2:50 PM

257 More lighting in parks and streets for early morning walking and running and later in the
evening as the weather changes and it gets dark earlier.

3/11/2021 10:33 AM

258 more lights 3/11/2021 9:23 AM

259 Streetscape design to reduce car dependency and encourage active modes. Passive traffic
calming features, more space for people and less for cars on our streets

3/11/2021 8:17 AM

260 Pedestrian crossing lights coming on automatically as traffic lights change. Sometimes get
to the lights just as they change and as the pedestrian button hasn’t been pushed have to
wait for a full cycle to cross (or risk crossing anyway)

3/11/2021 7:53 AM

261 Moreland City Council it’s time to really put your money where you mouth is and focus on
greening the council area. During lockdown we trod the same concrete paths day in, day
out. We need more trees, more green space to walk and play and car lanes turned over to
foot traffic.

3/11/2021 12:05 AM

262 Plant more street trees in Brunswick for shade and beauty. Make Sydney Rd an attractive
place to walk with streets trees, wider footpaths and parklets

3/10/2021 11:19 PM

263 Nothing. I walk a lot and it’s fine 3/10/2021 10:13 PM

264 Reduce volume and speed of traffic. 3/10/2021 9:14 PM

265 Slower traffic, more lights, combined bike and walk paths separated from traffic 3/10/2021 8:04 PM

266 Wider footpaths 3/10/2021 7:38 PM

267 More greenery - especially trees and parks 3/10/2021 6:32 PM

268 Reduce the speed limit, remove rat runs through residential streets, add speed bumps or
chicanes to slow down traffic. Make zones residents only to reduce the number of people
driving, get people on bikes. More fines for people who over stay and abuse residential
parking

3/10/2021 6:03 PM

269 Chicken or egg type thing with some of these questions - e.g., better walking conditions
should see less traffic

3/10/2021 4:50 PM

270 Stop traffic down Barkly Street 3/10/2021 4:42 PM

271 More footpaths in parks and improved path alongside the freeway. 3/10/2021 4:33 PM

272 Reduce the speed of the bikes and have police patrol the walking paths on their bikes. The
bikes should be registered & pay insurance and need to SLOW DOWN before someone gets
hurt.

3/10/2021 3:57 PM

273 As an older person I'm aware of the care I needed to take on uneven footpaths caused by
tree roots, especially near melaleucas.

3/10/2021 3:55 PM

274 Insure that busy local thoroughfares, such as Edward, Barclay and weston st have more 3/10/2021 3:53 PM
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controlled, pedestrian crossings with good visual line of sight (no street parking of cars ) to
minimise the number of decisions about uncontrolled road crossings pedestrians,
particularly those who are blind have to make

275 End the non stop construction Jesus Christ. 3/10/2021 3:44 PM

276 there needs to be a comprehensive review of the quality of our footpaths, they are in terrible
condition in most streets and all the council seems to be doing is patching up spots as they
appear rather than looking at the problem holistically. I walk around the St Phillips, Barkly,
Edward, Edward John, Glew, etc streets daily and they are an absolute mess.

3/10/2021 2:30 PM

277 Improve footpaths 3/10/2021 11:47 AM

278 More seats 3/10/2021 10:36 AM

279 Ensuring that footpaths are unobstructed and unbroken, also with good lighting for
pedestrians. Often the lighting seems to be for drivers. Many of the small streets are
extremely difficult for people with poorer vision to navigate at night and its impossible to use
a mobility device or take a pram along some footpaths

3/10/2021 10:27 AM

280 Wider footpaths, with shade trees and seats in semicircular extra space. 3/10/2021 7:39 AM

281 slower traffic 3/10/2021 7:06 AM

282 Wider footpaths,more greenery and shade 3/9/2021 11:13 PM

283 Get rid of the roundabouts, or give pedestrians priority when crossing roundabouts. 3/9/2021 10:35 PM

284 Do something about the intersection of Stewart St and Nicholson St, which I cross four
times a day to get to and from BEPS. There are crossing supervisors at all the traffic lights,
but noone helping at that intersection where pedestrians from several directions have to
contend with cars travelling all ways through a crossroads with absolutely no signage

3/9/2021 9:46 PM

285 Catch idiot drivers going 70 down residential streets 3/9/2021 9:42 PM

286 I know this is not Council business, but if barriers/tram stops similar to Nicholson St Carlton
were implemented along Lygon St East Brunswick to prevent right hand turns in and out of
side streets that would be much safer. Stop signs or proper pedestrian crossings to
encourage motorists to slow down and give way to pedestrians while coming out of these
streets would be great.

3/9/2021 8:20 PM

287 Maintain the bluestone laneways. There doesn't seem to be any program for this and they
can get more difficult to walk on and avoid dog poo and dumped matter.

3/9/2021 7:52 PM

288 More parks and more dedicated bike lanes to keep bikes off footpaths. Shared paths don’t
work.

3/9/2021 5:23 PM

289 Better footpaths 3/9/2021 5:14 PM

290 I feel most unsafe walking on shared walking/bike paths because cyclists are aggressive
and abusive to pedestrians. The cycling culture on the paths is toxic masculinity in Lycra. It
is safer to walk on the road

3/9/2021 4:54 PM

291 More pedestrian crossings 3/9/2021 4:36 PM

292 The north-south streets are not sufficiently porous due to poor planning decisions in the past
(eg sale of laneways). Every future development needs to be walker-porous so that walking
routes are logical and shortened. A controversial statement but can we please do a rethink
on cobbled laneways? We use them a lot to avoid main roads, shopping strips and so we
can get places directly without doing whole block doglegs. We would use them more if it
was possible to skate or scoot as well as walk. They are hazadous, filthy and unloved.
Generally, the state of pavements in Brunswick is 2nd world at best. It is very clear when
you have crossed the council boundary in any direction.

3/9/2021 4:25 PM

293 fine people for littering our streets, not cleaning up after dogs, clean up dubbed rubbish and
shopping trolleys, more water fountains, more fruit trees

3/9/2021 3:23 PM

294 Allow walkers on the Royal Park golf course more often 3/9/2021 2:29 PM

295 More light and safety cameras More pedestrian crossings on busy streets. Enforcement of
speed limits. A lot of drivers don't respect them

3/9/2021 1:52 PM

296 More shade please to make it cooler to walk during the day in summer. More space for
bikes so that there are less clashes between pedestrians an cyclists. Cyclist have
increased a lot in the last 5 years which is great but they increasingly take up room
pedestrians need to safely walk. At busy times I sometimes fear being hit by bikes getting

3/9/2021 11:30 AM
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to and from work and school. I also avoid walking on some shared paths as they are too
busy and dangerous.

297 More street lights/visibility at night. 3/9/2021 10:48 AM

298 A few LGAs have walking maps on their websites that showcase some interesting
geographic or historical information about the area. This is a great idea and could be good
for Moreland to investigate. QR codes can be placed on boards near walking tracks to make
them easier to access.

3/9/2021 10:46 AM

299 Public toilets - Gilpin Park and Fleming Park 3/9/2021 10:21 AM

300 Segregated footpaths, bike paths and roads. Charge landlords a yearly levy to remove
rubbish put out on footpaths and lanes by tenants continuously moving!

3/9/2021 9:56 AM

301 More art murals to see maybe? better walking paths near nature sites such as Merri creek
(though merri creek is already great, just an example)

3/9/2021 9:52 AM

302 Better lighting in the streets Get rid of the crime, ugly graffiti, rubbish, and ghetto
atmosphere created by the endless unnecessary developments i the area. This makes the
area look and feel unsafe.

3/9/2021 9:18 AM

303 Pedestrian crossings in middle of major blocks 3/9/2021 8:04 AM

304 Make it easier to cross near on school routes and activity areas like Victoria Street
Brunswick at Percy street and Gardner street.

3/8/2021 11:16 PM

305 Fix the awful state of footpaths and streets. They desperately need to be repaved! 3/8/2021 11:03 PM

306 More dedicated pedestrian crossings please 3/8/2021 10:43 PM

307 Connected walking corridors 3/8/2021 10:36 PM

308 consider the pedestrian's importance at least as much as the car operator. It's not all about
how much revenue you can get from the none-policed mandatory parking fees.

3/8/2021 10:28 PM

309 more trees 3/8/2021 9:36 PM

310 Fix broken and uneven footpaths and roads. 3/8/2021 9:21 PM

311 Keep increasing the green cover - trees, parks and nature strips. Measures to slow and
reduce traffic. Encourage cycling and public transport rather than driving

3/8/2021 8:39 PM

312 More pedestrian crossings More shady trees clean parks 3/8/2021 8:14 PM

313 Slow down traffic and more shade 3/8/2021 8:08 PM

314 There is an urgent need for Traffic Lights and/or a Pedestrian Crossing near the Moreland
Road and Cornwall Street intersection.

3/8/2021 7:53 PM

315 Slower traffic. 3/8/2021 7:47 PM

316 Make footpaths more even, particularly where trees are the issue with uneven paths + add
more rubbish bins

3/8/2021 7:15 PM

317 Put in more shady trees and increase the traffic controls on Albert Street and Victoria Street
to make them more pedestrian and bike friendly along their entire length. For pedestrians
this means better footpaths and shady trees - which they've made a start on along these
crucial streets (because they run east-west - no shortage of major roads running north-
south, not so much east-west). For cyclists, it would be great if those streets were made
even more appalling for drivers (I am one and I hate them - they should be so bad no-one
ever chooses to drive down them unless it's impossible not to).

3/8/2021 5:48 PM

318 Trees 3/8/2021 5:29 PM

319 More greening/trees 3/8/2021 5:24 PM

320 more street lighting 3/8/2021 5:19 PM

321 Make the footpaths more even, so many are trip hazards. I work with people who are
elderly, disabled and disadvantaged and many of them have tripped and injured themselves,
as have I.

3/8/2021 5:10 PM

322 Design major streets mostly for peds and cyclists so there is less noise, less pollution and
it feels generally safer and more enjoyable.

3/8/2021 5:02 PM

323 Clean up rubbish from footpaths, collect abandoned furniture and rubbish that residents
dump outside residences when they vacate,,,,it’s unsightly and demeans the suburb and

3/8/2021 4:59 PM
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streets and area

324 Instal more pedestrian crossings 3/8/2021 4:50 PM

325 Plant more trees and look after the streetscapes better. Make sydney rd non-parking to
allow greater pedestrian/shopper comfort

3/8/2021 4:42 PM

326 More shade would be great. Limit the amount of unnecessary traffic down congested side
streets. More parks to walk to.

3/8/2021 4:31 PM

327 To me the cyclists are more dangerous than cars 3/8/2021 4:18 PM

328 Fix the steps that access the Merri Creek at the bottom of Willowbank Avenue.'The stairs
have been broken for 3 years plus, they are a major access route for walkers, joggers,
people keeping fit and despite numerous complaints nothing has been done.

3/8/2021 3:33 PM

329 Prioritise pedestrians at traffic lights 3/8/2021 3:23 PM

330 Shared bike and footpaths need to be widened 3/8/2021 2:59 PM

331 Better made footpaths - it is so easy to trip on many footpaths in Brunswick including
Sydney Rd

3/8/2021 2:57 PM

332 Fewer motor vehicles 3/8/2021 2:28 PM

333 Fix the crossing at Brunswick road and Ewing st and logon and glenlyon 3/8/2021 2:26 PM

334 More shady routes 3/8/2021 1:46 PM

335 Around Brunswick and in particular Sydney Road there is a real impetus that CARS are the
most important thing. There is so much traffic during the day and it's clogged and I regularly
see tempers flaring.

3/8/2021 1:28 PM

336 Less trucks in side streets. The trucks in the neighborhood don’t care about the people who
live here, at least if they were confined to major roads I would feel safer.

3/8/2021 1:28 PM

337 Improve footpaths. 3/8/2021 1:28 PM

338 Slowing down traffic the main point for sure. There are a lot of narrow streets that seem to
make people inclined to drive erratically and aggressively and fast. When doing so these
drivers would be far less inclined to be looking out for pedestrians. Over the years I have
had multiple close shaves at intersections on narrow streets as the lines of sight are poor
for drivers, but that doesn't slow them down when turning a corner at an intersection. There
are also some roads adjacent to parks such as Albert St and Victoria St bordering Fleming
Park and Albion St bordering Jones Park where traffic simply doesn't adhere to the 40Kph
limit. There are areas with many pedestrians including children and limited opertunity to
cross the road safely.

3/8/2021 1:22 PM

339 More walking paths to city 3/8/2021 1:22 PM

340 Put up signs at all park entrances that DEMAND bike riders (unless 12 years or younger) to
dismount when on footpaths (notice footpaths not shared paths) and even if on a shared
path bike riders MUST give way to pedestrians and to dismount when it is not safe to
bypass a pedestrian(s). Bike riders have no right in demanding pedestrian(s) get out of their
way as they believe they have all the rights to do whatever they want and at excessive
speeds. Empty the rubbish bins regularity in the parks

3/8/2021 1:10 PM

341 More greenery, wider footpaths, less traffic 3/8/2021 1:10 PM

342 Improve footpath surfaces. 3/8/2021 12:57 PM

343 Think of older people. Sharing with bicycles is very dangerous for older people as we do not
hear bicycle bells! Put more benches ( with holes in seating so water drains away) Put more
public toilets but simple ones without music, doors that close by themselves or other fancy
things

3/8/2021 12:41 PM

344 clean up the hard rubbish left around apartments reduce bins that take up the footpath
around apartments have recycling bin collection centres to it would be an activity to walk to
the park to drop off recycling like in the UK and other European countries

3/8/2021 12:34 PM

345 Prioritize footpaths, outside dining over car parks. Can see the positive effect it has on
street already.

3/8/2021 12:28 PM

346 Move trucks off side streets 3/8/2021 12:21 PM

347 Greener spaces everywhere to even out the heat and cold and to improve the air quality. 3/8/2021 12:21 PM
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348 An anslysis of VicRoads data on oedestrian accidents in Moreland including locations and
cause. Cover those resulting in hospitalisation or death .

3/8/2021 12:20 PM

349 Widen footpaths and place tree plantings on roads between parking bays EG such as
narrow streets like Victoria St

3/8/2021 12:14 PM

350 Educate cyclists. They can't have it both ways. Either act in accordance with road rules on
the road, or walk bikes on footpaths.

3/8/2021 12:09 PM

351 Better lit streets & more shady trees. 3/8/2021 12:03 PM

352 Stop rat running as cars go faster when doing this and feel unsafe in my own street 3/8/2021 12:02 PM

353 Tree and shrubs overhanging the footpath, both council street trees and private gardens.
This is probably the biggest issue with walking that I notice everywhere in Moreland.

3/8/2021 11:55 AM

354 smoother footpaths 3/8/2021 11:52 AM

355 Slow down traffic - there is no reason why anyone needs to be travelling faster than 30km/h
when not on the "main" roads. Even those main roads should also be slowed down to
40km/h. Additionally, crossing these main roads should be made easier. Wider footpaths on
Sydney Rd and Lygon St would also help

3/8/2021 11:46 AM

356 separate bikes from footpaths. Some bike riders are hogs. Suggest that bike riders use
bells when approaching a walker

3/8/2021 11:46 AM

357 The area has gotten worse in terms of crime 3/8/2021 11:09 AM

358 I think it would be better to focus on reducing the speed on roads such as Grantham Street
and Melville Road from 60kmph to 40 or 50kmph than a blanket 30kmph in residential areas.

3/8/2021 10:50 AM

359 Plant shady European trees that lowerthe temperature and shade both the footpath and road
on every single street (not gums or banksias or other natives)

3/8/2021 10:33 AM

360 Plant more shady street trees everywhere 3/8/2021 10:03 AM

361 Footpaths made not a tripping hazard 3/7/2021 7:45 PM

362 Fix the footpaths Fix the traffic around schools especially Ewing street!!!!!! 3/7/2021 7:08 PM

363 tidy up and repair footpaths, I find the quality in my area poor. Went for a walk in Pascoe
Vale last week, a stark improvement on what I'm used to.

3/7/2021 4:47 PM

364 Some zebra crossings 3/7/2021 3:17 PM

365 More shady trees, more seats, more shops in walking distance for esentials would mean
more people walking and this gives a feeling of safety.

3/7/2021 12:24 PM

366 Better bike lanes so cyclists don’t need to ride on the footpath 3/7/2021 11:06 AM

367 clear sign when footpath share with bikepath. 3/6/2021 7:06 PM

368 Even foot paths 3/6/2021 3:13 PM

369 Lighting 3/6/2021 3:05 PM

370 Better cycling infrastructure with dedicated lanes so that bikes don't use the footpath. Or
wider footpaths with clear demarcation between cycling and pedestrians so shared use is
clear and safe (example: Ohea St Coburg)

3/6/2021 2:52 PM

371 Definitely more pedestrian crossings with flashing lights. Some streets are impossible to
cross with only one pedestrian crossing at one end. Having flashing lights would definitely
make drivers more aware!

3/6/2021 2:37 PM

372 This is a poorly worded survey. Question 11 is very leading and pushes your agenda without
giving an alternative view. Walking infrastructure is fine. Make footpaths more even. Public
lighting and Personal safety is a different issue eg. from personal attack and not traffic
related and issues. I do not want traffic speed lowered to 30kmph in residential streets.

3/6/2021 2:21 PM

373 I would like bikes to stay on the bike paths. When they are on shared paths in off leash
parks (Clifton Park) they they should slow to something closer to walking pace. They
shouldn’t be riding on the unsealed paths in Gilpin Park at all.

3/6/2021 2:10 PM

374 Improve lighting and make it feel safer in areas around gilpin Park which are creepy and
dead at night time, so I go the longer way to avoid walking there at night

3/6/2021 2:02 PM

375 It’s about time all Brunswick local streets were uniformaly dropped to either 30 or 40kmh.
Traffic calming measures like trees planted in the middle of road also work really well in

3/6/2021 1:34 PM
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other similar areas like Fitzroy.

376 30kph all streets. Traffic calming measures on rat runs (not speed humps). Trees on islands
or chicanes

3/6/2021 1:31 PM

377 Slowed speeds, less rat running. I don’t let my son walk around by himself because drivers
are unsafe - either careening down Hunter St Hill, taking corners quickly at Victoria
St/Melville Rd and not giving way to pedestrians at the same spot. We’re training him to
anticipate being hit here, esp. when crossing the road to catch a tram. The pedestrian
crossing at Melville/Dawson is a nightmare: pedestrian lights support you crossing to the
middle of the road and then you’re on your own as cars speed off to Moonee Ponds. It is
safer to jaywalk further down Dawson St.

3/6/2021 1:13 PM

378 More shady trees 3/6/2021 12:56 PM

379 Install a pedestrian light at the location of the school crossing at Moule street and Dawson
street. Cars regularly drove right through the crossing even when it is patrolled. Near misses
are seen essentially every school day.

3/6/2021 11:08 AM

380 Better and more Brunswick Rd pedestrian crossings. No Bunnings on Glenlyon Rd. 3/6/2021 7:02 AM

381 More pedestrian crossings, wider footpaths and speed bumps to reduce rat run streets. 3/5/2021 5:46 PM

382 lower speed limits in suburban streets 3/5/2021 3:09 PM

383 Even Footpaths . While having trees along the footpath maybe good for the environment...it
is very dangerous when the roots raise the footpath and it becomes an accident waiting to
happen for seniors or anyone really.

3/5/2021 2:09 PM

384 More walking loops along Merri Ck 3/5/2021 1:39 PM

385 More spaces like the upfield bike track, but for walking. 3/5/2021 10:39 AM

386 I guess if there was better lighting and all the other thing mentioned more people might walk
at night and then it would be safer?

3/5/2021 9:22 AM

387 Less traffic on Barkly streer 3/4/2021 4:25 PM

388 Go back to responsive traffic lights. You should be able to hit the button and cross almost
immediately.

3/4/2021 11:51 AM

389 Not sure 3/4/2021 8:41 AM

390 Pedestrian links to parks and walking tracks 3/4/2021 7:25 AM

391 More lighting along merri creek 40 limit is fine in local streets. Answer is not 30kph, it's
drivers not doing 70 in those zones!

3/3/2021 7:57 PM

392 Trees 3/3/2021 7:46 PM

393 keeping the streets safe at night 3/3/2021 7:45 PM

394 Return Nicolson Street to being functional for traffic and not allow this to happen in other
areas of Moreland again

3/3/2021 6:25 PM

395 Less cyclists on footpaths 3/3/2021 4:02 PM

396 Set speed limits for bicycles on the shared bike paths. 3/3/2021 2:55 PM

397 1)Less cyclists on the pavement, sad I have to tell my 3 yo daughter to look both ways
before stepping onto the footpath - WTF!! 2) More CCTV

3/2/2021 11:21 PM

398 Bring in 30kmph in all side streets and 40 elsewhere. 3/2/2021 4:31 PM

399 Approve a permit to build a bigger Bunnings within the local area to walk to. 3/1/2021 10:56 PM

400 Better inforcing of road rules and drivers taking chances with Red and Amber lights. 3/1/2021 3:04 PM

401 Identify areas where people feel unsafe walking at night and take priority action to address 3/1/2021 11:00 AM

402 All the narrow, asphalt footpaths would be better if they were wider and concrete, rather than
asphalt.

2/28/2021 12:18 PM

403 Better lighting for safer walking at night 2/28/2021 12:17 PM

404 Trim back the trees where the branches impinge on the pathway 2/27/2021 6:17 PM

405 As development occurs ensure adequate investment is put into pedestrian and cycle
access as this is a major factor resulting in degradation of sidewalks and roads as well as

2/27/2021 11:17 AM
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increased congestion. Improve traffic flows at key bottlenecks to minimise frustrated drivers
behaving recklessly. This includes right turns at many intersections. Improve prking zones
to ensure two way flow of traffic and increase number of crossings to enable pedestrian
access.

406 I would like to see more signage in English and CALD languages encouraging people to pick
up their litter and dog faeces.

2/25/2021 8:49 AM

407 More green spaces to explore :) 2/24/2021 7:37 PM

408 Narrow and broken/uneven footpaths are still way too prevalent. Pedestrians are not
prioritised in street real estate - on narrow streets car parking and movement is no1 for road
space followed by cyclists and peds. Makes walking in many streets unpleasant. Time to
change priorities.

2/24/2021 3:04 PM

409 Grants or sponsorship to purchase walking gear like footwear, raincoats, backpacks and
water bottles.

2/23/2021 8:32 PM

410 Make the well lit streets pedestrian and biker friendlier. 2/22/2021 1:24 PM

411 Dedicated bike path in merri creek (esp near Ceres) - bikes go too quickly near pedestrians
and it's so bad that I dont' walk down there any more. More shade along suburban streets

2/21/2021 11:50 AM

412 More parks and laneway walks 2/21/2021 10:44 AM

413 More crossings is important and will naturally slow down traffic. Safety for women walking at
night is a difficult issue for a council to solve as it’s about more than just lighting.

2/20/2021 10:39 AM

414 Intersection of Grantham street and Dawson street, very high risk crossing have been
struck down ones and have been many near misses drives do not give way to pedestrians
on green light. The person who struck me did not suffer any consequences, was not
charged or fined. I’m still in pain from the incident.

2/18/2021 10:09 PM

415 More shade 2/18/2021 6:45 PM

416 Fix the tripping hazards, ie grind down or replacement of lifting paving slabs 2/18/2021 5:22 PM

417 Better traffic control- round abouts 2/18/2021 2:50 PM

418 Make Merri creek walking path more safe. Have alarms that can be rung every traffic light
like they do in train stations

2/18/2021 11:54 AM

419 More crossings 2/18/2021 10:35 AM

420 Plant more nice trees (not crappy spindly spiky horrible ones) and for the love of god water
and care for them so they gave half a chance at survival. Go look at pretty suburbs - it’s the
nice trees that make them so special. Brunswick is such a dying spindly tree wasteland.

2/18/2021 8:31 AM

421 Fine and enforce dog walkers who don’t pick up their shit 2/17/2021 9:59 PM

422 More shade from trees or other shelters until tree canopy grows. Fix tripping hazards.
Enforce rules on builders who block footpaths with their vehicles, piles of gravel or
temporary fencing/gates and force pedestrians onto the road. This infuriates me and would
be even worse for people in wheelchairs or pushing prams.

2/17/2021 9:42 PM

423 More places where you can find dog bags and bins as well as wider paths and better
maintained. Perhaps have more people cleaning the roads. Dedicated paths for bikes to
protect pedestrians

2/17/2021 7:50 PM

424 Level the pavement surfaces 2/17/2021 6:43 PM

425 More lights at night 2/17/2021 4:31 PM

426 Trees 2/17/2021 4:25 PM

427 Upgrade the Merri Creek trail. It could easily be improved so that cyclists and pedestrians
were separated. It is an amazing place to walk and so many of our residents have used it
during lockdown and it’s a wonderful resource. Keep the grass cut at all times and most
importantly upgrade the path and provide more seats and spaces close by. Since lockdown
I have noticed so many of our residents have continues to take advantage of this space and
used it to. It only use the trial but also the gardens, ovals and other facilities adjoins the
trail. It’s healthy to be outside and you meet your neighbours and this also engenders a
sense of community. This sense of community flourished during lockdown with the use of
public parks and spaces and hopefully with more people using facilities it would also be
safer to be out and about walking. and most importantly please do something about the
cyclists (not all) that mow down pedestrians.

2/17/2021 3:55 PM
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428 Better road crossings, including: better pram ramps; better use of tactile ground surface
indicators; making the crossings even; increased pedestrian crossings especially along
Sydney Rd, between Moreland Rd and Reynard St

2/17/2021 2:06 PM

429 Make traffic in streets with residential areas (e.g. Lygon st, sydney rd. ) not as loud and with
less construction and maintenance works especially at night time. Also stop police
choppers from hovering so low over homes, they're very noisy especially at night.

2/17/2021 1:41 PM

430 More dedicated bike paths that are seperate from pedestrian paths. The shared paths do not
work for either group.

2/17/2021 12:12 PM

431 Slow the speed or bikes in shared paths. Bike riders are often very aggressive. There is an
off the lead gravel path along the Moonee Valley creek well used by walkers, dog owners
and families. Bike riders have a perfect cemented path on the opposite side of the creek but
some choose to use the gravel path at fast speed upsetting families and dog walkers.
Riders ought to be encouraged to use the bike path on the opposite side and leave the
dirt/gravel path for the walkers.

2/17/2021 12:02 PM

432 Improve footpath quality 2/17/2021 11:34 AM

433 Fix footpaths, better lighting. I walked a lot more in covid and felt pretty safe. 2/17/2021 11:23 AM

434 More pedestrian crossings 2/17/2021 11:03 AM

435 Prioritise pedestrians above cars. 2/17/2021 10:15 AM

436 Make the footpaths more even 2/17/2021 8:44 AM

437 Community safety and lighting are the important things. I often work until after dark in winter
and I am very anxious walking home from the train. Also, I know trees are vital for
temperature control, but the trees on barkly street near barkly square block the lights
making it a particularly dark spot to walk. I wonder if its possible to assess this for the best
type of tree and/or location of lights to maximise safety.

2/17/2021 7:29 AM

438 Widen footpaths/ trails on Merri Creek. 2/16/2021 11:47 PM

439 Improve the quality of footpaths, many are in terrible condition. Invest in walking circuits
and park based destinations.

2/16/2021 11:08 PM

440 Consider pedestrians over cars/ trucks. 2/16/2021 8:32 PM

441 Uneven pavements are still a problem especially for older residents. 2/16/2021 4:24 PM

442 Signage encouraging bike riders on footpaths approaching a pedestrian from behind to 'ping'
their bells as a warning they are approaching. It is very hard to hear bikes approaching from
behind and pedestrians can't keep looking backwards to check that no bikes, etc., are
coming. Bikes, scooters, etc., are travelling faster than walkers. Could Council also
consider insisting that Bunnings not be built on Glenlyon Road but somewhere in the light
industry area of West Brunswick where there are fewer residences.

2/16/2021 4:02 PM

443 Lighting the whole of the Upfield bike track. 2/16/2021 3:51 PM

444 Public toilets, the walkway between Coles and Sydney Rd is used as a toilet day and night.
A better police presence on Sydney Rd is needed. Move cafe tables and shop stalls to side
streets and free up Sydney Rd. Graffiti removal on Sydney Rd and Lygon st- the 80s was a
long time ago,now it just looks yuck.

2/16/2021 3:30 PM

445 Safer pedestrian friendly crossing for Victoria St between Sydney rd and Gardiner St. 2/16/2021 3:24 PM

446 Reduce traffic speed and drivers "rat racing" through residential streets, including trucks. 2/16/2021 2:46 PM

447 More shade, more trees 2/16/2021 2:40 PM

448 I came from East Melbourne about 12 months ago. I was surprised how narrow the
footpaths are here.

2/16/2021 2:25 PM

449 N/a 2/16/2021 1:39 PM

450 more trees, less people 2/16/2021 1:23 PM

451 More lighting, especially at Princess Park. I can't believe how dark it is there, considering a
woman died there when it was night time. As a woman in the area who enjoys walking, my
main concern is safety. Lights would help A LOT.

2/16/2021 12:55 PM

452 Quality and amenity of footpaths : > quality of footpath surface > inclusion of pram
crossings - that would benefit people who work have mobility issues, and families with

2/16/2021 12:35 PM
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prams >street lighting >shade - would improve for night and day use

453 Slow traffic to 30kms in residential streets 2/16/2021 12:20 PM

454 More trees, more benches for those who need them 2/16/2021 11:50 AM

455 Identify bad footpaths and put a plan into fix Breese street for example Pdestrain lights on
Sydney Rd - No doubt a complication with Vic Roads, but perceptions is reality, unless
pedestrains priotised on Sydney Rd, then there is no point talking about the traffic. Widen
footpaths where ever possible, Albion Street next to Sydney Rd, is very complicated but
needs proper council planning. Remove roundabouts they are diabolical for pedestrians,
especially kids

2/16/2021 11:01 AM

456 As I am close to Lygon Street, not just the traffic congestion but heavy vehicles make my
walks hazardess.

2/16/2021 10:38 AM

457 More tree shelter especially on Albion Street 2/16/2021 10:23 AM

458 Better lighting 2/16/2021 10:08 AM

459 Separate walking path (or reduce speed / aggression of cyclists) on capital city bike trail to
make walking to school safer. Zebra crossings at round-abouts (eg Ewing St with Barkly,
Weston, Edward).

2/16/2021 9:43 AM

460 Clean up Graffiti and tagging 2/16/2021 3:41 AM

461 Educate more cyclists that other people are allowed to share bike paths, and to slow down
when passing people.

2/15/2021 9:43 PM

462 Prioritise pedestrians at crossings with cars 2/15/2021 9:22 PM

463 provide better wider paths when shared with cyclists provide better wider paths when shared
with cafes with street seating

2/15/2021 9:18 PM

464 Wider footpaths, more bike paths 2/15/2021 9:15 PM

465 Maybe walking tracks around some of the parks in council area. 2/15/2021 9:03 PM

466 More shade trees along and over footpaths. So many streets are too hot and exposed to
walk comfortably particularly in summer

2/15/2021 8:36 PM

467 Plant and maintain more trees 2/15/2021 8:20 PM

468 Improve Sydney Rd footpaths and intersection/side st crossings. The footpaths are too
crowded. There is very little room to stand at intersections. Cars routinely block side
streets.

2/15/2021 8:08 PM

469 Keep footpaths free from obstructions, including overhanging trees and bushes. Also
enforce stronger penalties for households who have trees and shrubs obstructing footpaths.

2/15/2021 7:44 PM

470 Traffic management. There are too many cars and trucks in residential areas. 2/15/2021 7:34 PM

471 Focus on key sections of footpath that really need work. We had new footpath put in on the
Merri Trail (behind the Brunswick Velodrome) that doesn't seem to have changed much at
all. Would have been much more useful to invest the money elsewhere where the footpaths
are narrow and/or lacking e.g. connecting Moreland Rd foot/bike path connection to the
Merri Trail

2/15/2021 7:04 PM

472 Take the issue seriously. Especially for kids and vulnerable people. 2/15/2021 6:47 PM

473 Keep main roads slow, no bike freeway down Sydney Road. Slow traffic in main streets
make it safer to walk and cross the street. Bikes should have movement but should also be
slow.

2/15/2021 5:51 PM

474 Improve the quality of the shared paths. Some are narrow and uneven, making them difficult
to navigate when there are cyclists speeding.

2/15/2021 4:08 PM

475 wider bike and walking tracks!! 2/15/2021 3:24 PM

476 Trees 2/15/2021 2:46 PM

477 Reduce traffic on suburban streets (Cornwall / Appleby are my local streets) Significantly
more green spaces - for half the year walking is just almost inpossible due to lack of shade
and intense heat.

2/15/2021 2:39 PM

478 HAVE THE GREEN MAN AUTOMATICALLY ACTIVATED AT EVERY LIGHT CHANGE ON
MAJOR ROADS. Make pedestrians a priority. Let cars know that they have to give way,

2/15/2021 2:27 PM
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improve and increase the number of pedestrian crossings.

479 1. Have more strategically placed toilets 2. Overall improvement of footpaths 3. Improved
walker/cyclist paths 4. Seating

2/15/2021 1:54 PM

480 I am from the Brunswick East Entertainment Festival. You might know us from the
performing we were doing during lockdown in 2020. There is one huge point missing to this
conversation. People are attracted to beautiful places, places that FEEL nice to be in.
Living on Nicholson for 5 years as taught me a lot. This street felt NICE during lockdown...
WHY? Less noise pollution, less aggressive drivers, it was clear who my neighbours were,
only people from the local area were present on the streets and they came out to the street
because it was easier to be on during lockdown. And then we look at the aesthetics, how
ugly Nicholson is. It is not beautiful, it is functional. We must address the ugliness that
unfolds and that ugliness will repel people from engaging in the outside world. The beauty of
our streets must be addressed. How can the streets reflect creativity, and vitality, and
enjoyment and neighbourliness? It's a big question but I am sure we agree that humans
seek out beauty, and we are capable of making places extremely beautiful and extremely
comfortable. Nicholson St is losing it's soul, it is unattractive and unappealing, therefore I
don't want to walk on it. I want to walk in beauty.

2/15/2021 1:39 PM

481 Enforce dog on leash requirements 2/15/2021 1:38 PM

482 Do more about footpath safety especially for our blind neighbours ie more emphasis about
keeping footpaths clear of junk, overhanging branches or other obstructions.

2/15/2021 1:08 PM

483 More trees. More green canopy. 2/15/2021 12:38 PM

484 Similar to the inner circle railway trail across Brunswick suburbs, relaxing, even path for a
walks. Need more trees for shade on a hot day though.

2/15/2021 12:33 PM

485 well lit streets or walking paths - well lit parks - get the bikes off the footpaths 2/15/2021 12:21 PM

486 More seat and shades are very important for older walkers like my self where I can rest
when I need to and feel protected from the sun more often so I don't feel like I am going to
pass out

2/15/2021 11:56 AM

487 More parks. 2/15/2021 11:11 AM

488 Deal with litter more effectively!! In particular there is a need to increase compliance to
prevent hard rubbish dumping on nature strips. Improve quality of litter removal and bin
placement - if you have a disability or are elderly, on bin day in Brunswick you would
struggle to walk along a footpath - bin drivers fling the bins where-ever. Council needs to
ensure its contractors stick to standards when collecting and placing empty bins back - they
should never block footpaths.

2/15/2021 10:55 AM

489 Better lighting - especially in parks 2/15/2021 10:33 AM

490 Put more bike rider dismount signs on footpaths & Parks, in particular the Fleming Park
valadrome & Sydney Road - police rider who ride on footpaths - better traffic management
for speeding divers, in the narrower streets/roads - eg: the Victoria street freeway & The
Albert Street Race track both between Sydney road & Nicholson street.

2/15/2021 8:42 AM

491 Walkers and cyclists to be prioritised over vehicles - bike lanes in Sydney road and more
shade trees everywhere to avoid concrete heating up and for bird life etc. replacement of
some of the paperbark trees with nicer gum trees

2/15/2021 12:01 AM

492 Less traffic on side streets. 2/14/2021 11:29 PM

493 Maybe more street lights Perhaps more cctv in public spaces Providing discounts or
incentives on high vis jackets/items

2/14/2021 11:11 PM

494 More lighting, encourage people to walk at night. 2/14/2021 10:07 PM

495 Better police people dumping their hard rubbish on the street. The place looks terrible and
there’s old crap everywhere all the time

2/14/2021 9:41 PM

496 More pedestrian crossings with lights on Glenlyon Road, between Sydney Road and Lygon
Street

2/14/2021 9:32 PM

497 Better footpaths, fewer cracks, more even 2/14/2021 9:15 PM

498 More shade on paths and smoother paths for strollers and wheelchairs. 2/14/2021 9:07 PM

499 Public art. Brunswick Streets are pretty dead. There's not a lot of interaction in them. I'd
love to pass by a live acoustic band playing.

2/14/2021 9:06 PM
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500 Enforce speed limits - and this applies to backstreets! Enforce penalties for adults riding on
the footpath without children. (I know this one is a little ridiculous) Ban retractable dog
leads. They are so dangerous and people that use them generally don't have control of their
dogs. You can't see the lead and possible to cycle or trip yourself up on them. Merri Creek -
frankly there isn't enough room for cyclists and pedestrians. Is there a way to improve
cyclist ettiquette: it's a shared track and they need to improve their behaviour and not
overtake when there's no space or when it's not safe.

2/14/2021 9:02 PM

501 Require new apartment buildings to be set back from the street by a couple of extra metres
to increase footpath size to allow room for trees, outdoor dining and pedestrians

2/14/2021 7:57 PM

502 Lighting 2/14/2021 6:57 PM

503 Better night lighting, reduced speed in local streets, even footpaths, more trees for shade 2/14/2021 6:46 PM

504 Make women feel safer walking at night 2/14/2021 5:21 PM

505 Improve traffic flow; less trucks; 2/14/2021 5:15 PM

506 Wider paths that are for walking and cycling. 2/14/2021 4:21 PM

507 Traffic crossings timed to prioritise pedestrians and cyclists, especially along/close to
Capital City Trail and Brunswick Road.

2/14/2021 4:14 PM

508 Enforcing dog owners to pick up their dogs pool Better lighting 2/14/2021 4:01 PM

509 More shady trees 2/14/2021 3:54 PM

510 Lights 2/14/2021 3:52 PM

511 Better lighting at night. Cameras in Lygon and Nicholson Street. Get cyclists off the
footpath.

2/14/2021 3:42 PM

512 don't have anything to suggest 2/14/2021 2:48 PM

513 Drop speed limits from 40 to 30 in residential back streets. Drop limit from 50 to 40 in roads
like Reynard St, Grantham St, Glenlyon etc.

2/14/2021 2:06 PM

514 I enjoy the many laneways. They are very littered. Especially now. I don’t like to think they
are being ignored so that someone can take them away. I only walk them in daylight though
fir personal safety.

2/14/2021 11:54 AM

515 Cyclists, pedestrians, children, prams and dogs all on the same paths, e.g. around and in
Fleming Park

2/14/2021 11:22 AM

516 Fix the paths. Maybe some streets could be more like share zones too, similar to all the
laneways in the CBD. (Breese St, Hope St and Ovens St could work well as share streets
where cars give way to pedestrians)

2/14/2021 11:13 AM

517 More pedestrian crossing (and generally more pedestrian rights in traffic). As is, car
infrastructure is the core of the traffic system and everyone else works around it. The
priorities in terms of safety and incentives should change from the weakest to the strongest.
Countries like the Netherlands have this baked into their traffic concepts.

2/14/2021 10:02 AM

518 Improve footpaths 2/14/2021 9:36 AM

519 Make more parks. Plant more trees in the streets and in the parks. Continue to invest in
traffic calming measures with seating and planting at intersections.

2/14/2021 9:16 AM

520 Improve the quality of footpaths around Brunswick. 2/14/2021 9:07 AM

521 Accessible footpaths that wheelchair users can navigate without tipping the chair. Walking
my son less than a kilometre to the GP takes a massive amount of detours to find an
accessible path and involves too much time having to walk on the actual road to avoid
cobblestones etc. they could inlay a flat section to the cobblestone driveways etc to keep
the footpath complete.

2/14/2021 8:28 AM

522 More bubblers and public toilets 2/14/2021 8:17 AM

523 Wider footpaths and more crossings eg on Blyth between Nicholson and Lygon 2/14/2021 8:03 AM

524 Make Sydney Rd more enjoyable for those living in the area and not simply more
convenient for those that need to drive through it

2/14/2021 8:03 AM

525 More public parks, and fewer car parks. 2/14/2021 7:57 AM

526 Seperate bikes and walkers on shared paths. 2/14/2021 7:40 AM
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527 Improve the footpaths and street trees 2/14/2021 7:35 AM

528 Better accessibility for prams when walking my grandson. More drinking stations for dogs. 2/14/2021 7:30 AM

529 Encourage bikes to take side streets rather than main roads, provide clear cross town
routes for cars so they aren’t obliged to take back streets due to peak hour traffic jams;
provide more tree shelter

2/14/2021 7:04 AM

530 Prioritise transport other than cars when planning 2/14/2021 6:32 AM

531 Not sure there is anything the council can do but I don't feel as safe as I used walking
around Brunswick, especially as a woman. Lockdown helped as there were so many people
walking around. Brighter lights could be good, to see what is around you.

2/14/2021 6:22 AM

532 Stop cyclists on the footpath 2/14/2021 6:06 AM

533 More pedestrian crossings especially near Fleming and Jones parks 2/14/2021 5:09 AM

534 Improved footpaths - many are in disrepair and uneven. I have had a few falls caused by
uneven paths

2/14/2021 5:06 AM

535 Lighting 2/14/2021 12:49 AM

536 Both 2/14/2021 12:21 AM

537 Reduce bike lanes. There are bike tracks so why don’t cyclists use them? Am sick of car
lanes being sacrificed for cyclists. Cyclists can ride aggressively and recklessly. Remove
that shared bike/walking space on the footpath in Glenlyon Rd. The footpath should be for
safe for pedestrians and not shared with cyclists, who already have the designated lane on
the road. Get rid of skate boarders using bike lanes, it is a serious accident waiting to
happen.

2/13/2021 11:51 PM

538 Legislate cyclists to give absolute PRIORITY TO PEDESTRIANS on footpaths 2/13/2021 11:25 PM

539 Even up the footpaths, they are so dangerous and discourage people walking particularly
elderly, disabled and not so fit

2/13/2021 11:19 PM

540 Repair the footpaths so I don't have to keep going to see my podiatrist 2/13/2021 10:37 PM

541 Better shade 2/13/2021 10:16 PM

542 Wider footpaths from reclaimed on-street carparks, much more greenery and more
information on local history including that of Brunswick residents and stories about the area
from First Nations locals.

2/13/2021 10:13 PM

543 More trees and shade, more even and better condition walking paths 2/13/2021 10:02 PM

544 Fix uneven footpaths Clean up and revitalise some of the shopping strips particularly
Sydney Rd, Melville Rd and Lygon St More planting of footpath trees and garden beds

2/13/2021 9:57 PM

545 Safer 2/13/2021 9:13 PM

546 Fix up the uneven footpaths . Also to contact house owners to tell them to cut back
overhanging shrubs and, bushes and branches that overhang and take up the footpath walk
way.

2/13/2021 8:49 PM

547 Encourage more walking & active transport - cars are the biggest threat to my safety as a
pedestrian and cyclist. And, mmore trees and greenery, particularly as the climate warms,
having lots of shade makes walking so much more pleasant.

2/13/2021 8:30 PM

548 Make footpaths wider and more even 2/13/2021 8:02 PM

549 Safer, improving lighting. 2/13/2021 8:00 PM

550 Stricter control of traffic. There are too many wild drivers. 2/13/2021 7:54 PM

551 More trees !!!! Brunswick is renowned for graffiti and no trees . I have been a resident here
for 18 years and still have yet to see large shady trees .

2/13/2021 7:50 PM

552 Less traffic down local streets 2/13/2021 7:47 PM

553 Better quality footpaths and better lighting 2/13/2021 7:43 PM

554 More lighting. 2/13/2021 7:10 PM

555 Fix the lighting around Brunswick Station. The trees grow so quickly it’s a dark scary path
down the west side and you can’t see the very uneven ground. I have had to help someone
up that fell over and it doesn’t feel safe along there.

2/13/2021 7:03 PM
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556 Things are good as they are 2/13/2021 6:43 PM

557 More green spaces would make it more enjoyable. 2/13/2021 6:37 PM

558 Make walkers the priority 2/13/2021 6:33 PM

559 Introduce slow points and other traffic calming into more local streets, to force cars onto the
main roads.

2/13/2021 6:26 PM

560 Create more large green spaces and walking-only recreational paths as shared paths are
stressful (you can't walk in groups and have to have eyes in back of your head). Reduce
wait times to cross roads by foot by: - Provide more crossing opportunities - Slow traffic and
discourage driving - Reduce wait times at lights - Educate drivers they need to give way to
pedestrians when driver is turning

2/13/2021 6:10 PM

561 Pedestrian crossings in logical places e.g. on Sydney road on all intersections closest to
the train station.

2/13/2021 6:04 PM

562 Plant more trees to create more shade. 2/13/2021 6:01 PM

563 tackle the real issues as to why we are not as safe walking around our suburb - it's attitudes
towards women and Disabled people and BIPOC. don't just increase light pollution and
make it harder for us when we're driving by making the speed limit 30, walkers drive too.
nothing on your list gets to the root of the issue of why so much hatred is allowed to fester
and come out in 'smaller' and more obvious aggressions in our community. That, and
climate change. Lots more shady trees is a great start, that was on the list.

2/13/2021 5:59 PM

564 Plant more trees. When there is no shade it is a disincentive to walk. Install more
pedestrian crossings on busy roads eg Glenlyon Road and John St to make the walk to
school safer.

2/13/2021 5:59 PM

565 prioritise it in all ways as above when making planning decisions 2/13/2021 5:55 PM

566 Maybe a few under passes for Sydney rd n busy st 2/13/2021 5:42 PM

567 More trees on Sydney Rd 2/13/2021 5:30 PM

568 Cyclists off footpaths 2/13/2021 5:29 PM

569 Fix the uneven footpaths and potholed streets, make more effort to clean up the rubbish
everywhere

2/13/2021 5:17 PM

570 More shady street trees for summer walks 2/13/2021 5:14 PM

571 Do something about the trucks and cars using our small backstreets and speeding. Create
one way streets so that non residents don't use our streets as 'rat runs' to avoid the major
roads.

2/13/2021 5:09 PM

572 Aesthetics of the neighbourhood, trees, etc. I guess wide paths are nicer, and cafes and
outdoor seating areas are atmospheric to walk thru. btw Not sure about the design of this
survey, eg the qn Would it make walking safer if traffic speeds in Brunswick's residential
streets were limited to 30 KpH?, well yes of course!! who would say no??? But do we want
that??? Because is it unsafe currently??? I don't think so. We can walk on footpaths and
there is always somewhere to cross. However, DRIVING these congested streets is getting
more and more painful, eg Albert and Victoria... too much traffic trying to get thru narrow
spaces, selfish drivers either unaware of need to give way, so end up in trouble both facing
head on and no escape. But that's another council matter.

2/13/2021 5:07 PM

573 Reduce car speed between east and west Brunswick. 2/13/2021 4:54 PM

574 More street trees 2/13/2021 4:41 PM

575 Address narrow spots on shared bike paths ( e.g. near Brunswick baths and Brunswick
station). More shade trees in streets and along paths

2/13/2021 4:40 PM

576 More pedestrian rwfuges 2/13/2021 4:04 PM

577 more even surfaces and less dog poo 2/13/2021 4:00 PM

578 Encourage safer and more courteous cyclist behaviour in shared zones. Too many cyclists
speed in shared areas including past playgrounds and where older people walk their dogs.
Aggressive and inconsiderate cyclists are a real hazard in our neighbourhood.

2/13/2021 3:39 PM

579 The pavements throughout Brunswick are in a ridiculously bad condition! If I can't escape to
Carlton N where they are exemplary I usually do laps around Fleming Park. In the past two
years I have tripped twice on uneven pavement surfaces or pits where trees once grew

2/13/2021 3:38 PM
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(check out Hutchinson St., east side!) and broke my wrist on one occasion - a disaster for a
woodwind player!!

580 Make footpaths more walker friendly. For example ... No steep carpark entrances to blocks
of flats immediately adjacent to path. Not large square cut-outs around trees taking ~1/2
width. No large lumps caused by tree roots. Trees/bushes should be over head high or
narrow. I could go on!!

2/13/2021 3:25 PM

581 replace seats where they have been removed following damage during traffic accident (e.g.
corner of Aberdeen & Vicoria Streets) Also more repair of uneven pavements

2/13/2021 3:19 PM

582 More attention paid to stop drivers being on mobile phones. 2/13/2021 3:14 PM

583 There is an oft overlooked road rule that bothers me - at intersections vehicles are
supposed to yield to pedestrians who are crossing, or pedestrians crossing the road the
driver is turning into. Drivers rarely do this. I don'r know if its anything moreland council can
solve but it is very unsafe driver behaviour. Also the beg button needs to go, it is
preposterous and pedestrians should have the safe option to cross at traffic lights all the
time everytime, and vehicles need to be clearly instructed to recognise the rights of
pedestrians at all times, not just when theres a certain type of light showing.

2/13/2021 3:11 PM

584 More parking for cars, Fewer bikes 2/13/2021 3:09 PM

585 Less trucks and congestion 2/13/2021 3:01 PM

586 Footpaths are hopeless. Honestly. And trees, trees, trees. Trucks are particularly bad in
activity areas. Beg buttons take shamefully long at several crossings in my neighbourhood.
It all adds up to a strong impression that council just can’t be bothered to support walking

2/13/2021 2:58 PM

587 Make Albert and Victoria streets one way and make pedestrian crossings over Nicholson at
faster to change - pedestrians have to wait far too long to cross and this causes people to
cross against the lights in a dangerous way. Too much traffic in residential streets.

2/13/2021 2:56 PM

588 Hope St & Albion St in Brunswick run parallel from Sydney Rd to Mooney ponds creek.
Make both streets one Way. On way running towards the creek from Sydney Rd re heading
west and the other street one way heading east from the creek to Sydney Rd. Streets that
run north south between these two streets you have two way traffic for turn around.

2/13/2021 2:47 PM

589 Slow down the traffic and enforce the speed limits 2/13/2021 2:44 PM

590 Introduce 30kph speed limit 2/13/2021 2:44 PM

591 Better maintenance of footpath and garden/tree/bush overhang. Speed bumps on the streets
to slow cars down.

2/13/2021 2:36 PM

592 Fix footpaths. Better more accessible crossing points at roads. The bumps on footpath for
bison impaired are a hazard. I’ve seen several people slip and fall when these are wet.

2/13/2021 2:35 PM

593 Trim the trees that take so much space on Albion st - prams, bikes, school kids, lots of
traffic and trees that take a large proportion of the narrow path make it a nightmare

2/13/2021 1:58 PM

594 Reject a Bunningd on Glenlyon Road 2/13/2021 1:11 PM

595 Limit cars and excessive development in this area that leads to more cars and trucks on the
road. More speed bumps. Zebra crossings at roundabouts.

2/13/2021 12:35 PM

596 Better footpath maintenance 2/13/2021 12:18 PM

597 Bikes and cars to look out for pedestrians with better care 2/13/2021 12:01 PM

598 More distance markers and walking track sign posts Reminders to cyclists to ring a bell or
call passing before passing walkers and runners.

2/13/2021 10:25 AM

599 Better educated bike riders. They do not know road rules and they think a walker should
give way to them in situations a car wouldn’t. Then they abuse you!

2/13/2021 10:06 AM

600 Remove all the tripping hazards on footpaths, and trim overhanging branches 2/13/2021 9:58 AM

601 Selfish people won’t move over to allow 1.5 metres space to ensure COVID safety. Perhaps
police foot patrols to observe and caution people might help. Although I have seen groups of
police taking up all the footpath when out getting their lunch.

2/13/2021 4:28 AM

602 Footpaths and laneways to be made more even to prevent slips trips and falls and more
accessible.

2/12/2021 9:11 PM

603 Plant more trees 2/12/2021 8:48 PM
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604 Footpaths need to be even for older people with lightly less chance of tripping over 2/12/2021 7:58 PM

605 More lights in lanes and other walking trails such as Merri Creek Clean up the lanes (or
assist neighbours to do this) More provision for cyclists and pedestrians to share or co-
share space

2/12/2021 6:23 PM

606 Better street lighting and cctv at nighttime. Making the footpaths accessible for everyone-
including issues such as overhanging plants (terrible for blind people), and bins/ hard waste.
More bins or dog poo bags- there’s a lot of dog poo in Brunswick. Cyclists on footpaths! I
think they’re not allowed unless under 14 or with children? More bike paths might alleviate
this problem.

2/12/2021 10:51 AM

607 More shade trees are needed 2/12/2021 9:46 AM

608 Wider footpaths Green parks Shady trees on all streets to alleviate heat and freshen the
space We saw an increase op people using walks and parks during COVID 19 restrictions
and it was fantastic

2/12/2021 7:21 AM

609 More shade trees and better lighting 2/12/2021 4:08 AM

610 Install pedestrian islands in main roads at key crossing points remote from traffic lights, like
cnr Dawson and Barry Sts, a great improvement. Also more pedestrian/cyclist priority
crossings such as in Albert St at Gilpin/Clifton Parks. Also make it an offence to remain
stationary at the kerb with the engine idling. When parked, stop the engine! Only start it
when ready to go! Drivers do this outside cafes, gassing those at roadside tables with
carbon monoxide and other combustion products. Excuses such as 'making a mobile call' or
'need to keep the air-con on' are PATHETIC!

2/12/2021 12:47 AM

611 I don't believe reducing speeds to 30 will have much of an effect as people are often
speeding in the quiet streets anyway. However I think there are other ways to get traffic to
drive more safely such as chicanes and speed bumps like the ones on Park Street by
Rushall station (the big speed bumps on other streets are less effective as you see people
in the big 4wds still speeding over them)

2/11/2021 10:39 PM

612 please please more shady trees , Dawson Street in west Brunswick is lacking .. we have
the space . larger shy trees. no bottlebrushes please. Dawson Street west Brunswick has a
speed limit of 60kms an hour it should be 50kms .. Granthams street is full of pedestrians
and trams .. yet its still 60kms an hr , this should be 50 or 40kms ? its super dangerous
given the volume of traffic.

2/11/2021 10:13 PM

613 More lights 2/11/2021 9:18 PM

614 Better footpaths - some are very uneven 2/11/2021 9:02 PM

615 Separate bike and foot paths, add more basic amenities like toilets and water 2/11/2021 9:00 PM

616 Make it cleaner in streets and easier to cross the roads 2/11/2021 8:52 PM

617 We need to take walking seriously. People don’t do it because they feel unsafe, so they
drive.

2/11/2021 8:49 PM

618 Make road crossing easier 2/11/2021 8:44 PM

619 Repair footpaths, and make walking tracks around parks. 2/11/2021 4:32 PM

620 Reduce traffic speeds. Getting rid of cars would be great, but it's probably out of Council's
league.

2/11/2021 4:19 PM

621 Having faster changing pedestrian lights would make walking faster and more convenient.
The lights on the capital city trail where it crosses Lygon St are well programmed in off peak
hours and this pattern should be used everywhere. Outside peak hours the lights should
change instantly once the button is pressed, otherwise people get fed up with waiting and
will cross when there is a gap in the traffic.

2/11/2021 3:26 PM

622 Maintain footpaths 2/11/2021 2:37 PM

623 Wider footpaths and more tree canopy cover 2/11/2021 2:00 PM

624 Seperate cyclists and pedestrians 2/11/2021 1:29 PM

625 Wider Footpaths 2/11/2021 1:07 PM

626 More shady MATURE trees planted with TREE GUARDS to stop vandals breaking them.
Water them so they don’t die. Half the trees council plants are dead, too small / not shady
enough or killed by vandals. Look at Fitzroy they plant trees in the middle of the street! It’s
fantastic!

2/11/2021 12:41 PM
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627 Better bike lanes 2/11/2021 12:28 PM

628 Providing more shady trees/shade structures 2/11/2021 12:27 PM

629 Make pedestrian lights automatic like in Europe. Pedestrians shouldn’t have to beg to be
able to safely cross the road.

2/11/2021 12:10 PM

630 30km per hour, more pedestrian crossings on Lygon, Sydney, Nicholson 2/11/2021 12:03 PM

631 A lower speed limit is all very well, 40 would be fine if it was followed but it needs to be
enforced. There needs to be speed minimising structures in all residential streets, ie speed
reduction bumps, that is something the council can do. pedestrian lights on main roads are
a State government and VICRoads thing so good luck with that, they seem to prioritise
cars. All the best.

2/11/2021 11:43 AM

632 More traffic islands to help crossing the road 2/11/2021 11:41 AM

633 Help educate turning drivers that pedestrians have right of way crossing the roadway they
are turning into

2/11/2021 11:31 AM

634 Prioritise tram passengers & pedestrian safety, rather than cyclists who rarely obey the road
rules.

2/11/2021 10:41 AM

635 More places to cross the road safely 2/11/2021 9:42 AM

636 Maintain footpaths better. Too many underground tree roots pushing up paving slabs 2/11/2021 8:54 AM

637 stop the crappy development and buy more land. brunswick is barron 2/10/2021 9:40 PM

638 Seats and pedestrian crossings! 2/10/2021 9:32 PM

639 More pram friendly footpaths that were even, smooth and wide enough to fit without
bumping into odd cobblestone driveways or parking signs placed badly. It’s an obstacle
course out there!

2/10/2021 8:24 PM

640 Better lighting near Fleming park. Walking past there at night after getting off public
transport does not feel safe at all.

2/10/2021 7:41 PM

641 Give a top priority to pedestrian safety over wheeled methods of transport as pedestrians
are the most vulnerable

2/10/2021 7:20 PM

642 More shade from trees is essential. 2/10/2021 7:16 PM

643 Better lighting in parks and streets. 2/10/2021 6:48 PM

644 Lights along Edward st 2/10/2021 5:54 PM

645 Remove or restrict on-street parking. 2/10/2021 5:01 PM

646 Even footpaths would be great especially for the elderly and disabled 2/10/2021 4:44 PM

647 More signalised crossings where the pedestrian light comes on automatically instead of only
coming on if you have had a chance to press the button before the cycle changes.

2/10/2021 4:43 PM

648 Talk to local citizens in a particular suburb/precinct, to develop an overarching plan for the
area, followed by a timetable, implementation plan and budget.

2/10/2021 3:08 PM


